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NAME: DANEEL WOLF
FACTION: Steel Wolves
REGIMENT: Wolfkin Keshik
VEHICLE: JES Missile Carrier

DOB: 09/03/3104
HAIR: Dk. Brown
EYES: Hazel

Daneel Wolf and the few others that pilot vehicles in
the Wolfkin Keshik are a minority unappreciated by some
of their Keshik mates. Though the Clan invasion of the
Inner Sphere in the 3050s showed how powerful combinedarms combat could be — fielding BattleMechs alongside
vehicles, infantry and aerospace assets — many in the
Wolfkin Keshik are traditional enough to remember the
days when a Clansman of any salt would pilot only a
’Mech. They are smart enough to recognize Daneel’s
importance to their unit, but their hearts still

VEHICLE: JES TACTICAL MISSILE CARRIER
Serial Number: SW383-05WV

Record No
DA-123-02

Mass: 50 tons
Mvt. Type: Hover
Power Plant: 15 GM XL
Cruising Speed: 54 kph
Maximum Speed: 86 kph
Armor: Lexington Ltd.
High Grade
Armament:
3 Holly SRM VI
4 Holly SRM IV
1 Diverse Optics ER
Small Laser
1 22mm Gatling Gun
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remember a different time, which causes tension DA-123-01
and, occasionally, provokes outright fights.
Like his fellow tankmen, however, Daneel stands tall,
proud of who he is and fully aware of the importance
he plays every time the Wolfkin Keshik enter combat.
This quiet pride and dignity has won him many admirers
among the Keshik, and has slowly begun to change
the prevailing prejudices. It also helps that his
combat ability on the field outshines even some of
the MechWarriors’. As the complete conversion of the
Clans to a combined-arms approach will make them more
difficult to defeat in the long run, we should consider
an attempt to sabotage this conversion process.
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The JES Tactical Missile Carrier is Joint
Equipment Systems’ attempt to recapture this specialty market.
Having produced the original SRM/LRM Carriers, in 3053 they
lost the bid to produce upgraded versions of these venerable
support vehicles. Shortly before the end of the Word of Blake
Jihad, JES unveiled a new generation of missile carriers.
However, the design’s slow speed and relative lack of armor,
combined with the end of the war, almost doomed the craft
to extinction. Only orders from Periphery realms such as the
Taurian Concordat, the Magistracy of Canopus, and the Marian
Hegemony kept the design alive.
The particular design has fought on numerous battlefields
across some six hundred light years, from the Periphery into
the Republic. Having been taken in a Trial of Possession by
its current pilot, Daneel Wolf loves the vehicle for its allor-nothing design — massive firepower with almost no fall-back
defense. He has named it “Blackwolf.”

